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Abstract

me VAIDAK medical image model reconstruction toolkit
manipulates medical image volume data and constructs ac-
curate surface and solid models of skeletal and soft tissue
structures. It takes CT (Computed Tomography), MRI (Mag-
netic Resonance Imaging), or Laser surface imaging data
as input and incorporates both heuristic and exact methods
foc contouring of image @ active t.hrrxholding, tiling,
and polygon reconstruction. It also incorporates a scanner
to view image data and interactively pick threshold values,
a browser feature to modify the contours, an editor to edit
boundary polygons of a reconstructed solid object, and a
rendettd display.

INTRODUCTION

VAIDAK is a X-11 windows and XS pmable graphics li-
brary [3] based application that, given voxel da@ such as
that from CT (Computed Tomography), MRI (Magnetic Res-
onance Imaging), and laser imaging, produces a surface ap-
proximation of the scanned solid. The system produces this
reconstruction by either computing serial cross sections of
art object and reconstructing a surface of the object with re-
spect to these contours, or by directly producing a surfxe
approximation of the solid object. In both cases the approx-
imated surface consists of triangular surface patches. The
VAIDAK system makes contributions to scientific visualiza-
tion, specifically medical imaging, as well as solid modeling.
VAIDAK is part of a distributed geomernc software environ-
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ment called SHASTRA consisting of a growing number of in-
dividuallypowerftd and inteqwrable(client-setver) toolkits
which support collaborative design sessions[2].

The functionality of VAIDAK is provided by four separate
subsystems. The Iirst consists of a CT/MRI to contour con-
version subsystem. This subsystem provides a convenient
user interface and an edge detection algorithm to compute
polygonal contours that are implicitly present within the
voxel data. The second subsystem consist of a contour
browser and full function polygon editor. This subsystem
provides the user a convenient mechanism for removing the
errors that are present in the contours that are due to imaging
noise. The third subsystem consist of a polyhedra browser
and a three dimensional geomelric editor. This subsystem
provides the user a convenient mechanism for seldrtg and
deleting extraneous polygons in three dimensions from a
polygonal approximation of the solid object. The fourth
subsystem consists of the surface and model reconstruction
routines. Varying algorithms employing diffetvnt surface
metrics can be chosen by the user [9, 8, 5]. ‘Ilte whole sys-
tem is controlled by a multi-window graphical user interhe
system that provides convenient methods for controlling the
four subsystems.
In section 2, a brief technical background is presented which
provides an overview of previous research in this area The
technical details of the surface reconstruction algorithms as
well as surface fitting techniques are presented. In section
3 both the software architecture and the choice and rational
of the algorithms and data structures used by VAIDAK are
presented. This section also highlights the new contributions
made in surke and model reconstruction from WMIU data
Section 4 outlines the user interkehighlighting the function-
ality that is provided by VAIDAK. Section 5 examines the
system interrtais. Finally, section 6 concludes this work and
discusses future extensions.

TECIUW2AL BACKGROUND

Skeletal model reconstruction from voxel data has been art
active research area for many years. Schurnaker [18] presents
an excellent survey of the wide range of techniques that have
been utilized. The majority of the reconstruction techniques
produce planar @ approximations of the data set. Relatively
little has been achieved in constructing smooth skeletal mod-
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els using curvwl surface patches.
There are primarily two classes of sutface reconstruction
techniques. One class of methods firstconstructs planar con-
tours in each CT/MRI data slice and then connects these
contours by a triangulation in three dimensional space. The
triangulation process is complicated by the occurrence of
multiple contours on a data slice (i.e. branching). Early con-
tributions hem are by Keppel [10],Fuchs, Kedem and Uselton
[9], Christiansen and Sederberg [8] and Boissonnat[6].
The optimal algorithms due to Keppel [10] and Fuchs et. al
[9] work by computing a graph in which each node repre-
sents a spanning arc and each edge in the graph represents a
triangle defined uniquely by two spanning arcs that share a
point. A shortest path algorithm is used to find the path that
corresponds to the triangulation of minimum weight. An-
other algorithm, of a heuristic nature, due to Christiansen
and Sederberg, performs a greedy walk around each adja-
cent pair of contours selecting segments. A segment on one
contour and a point on the other define the triangle. The
choice of the new segment is determined by the triangle with
a shorter edge length. ‘I%isalgorithm has been implemented
in VAIDAK.
The algorithm of Boissonnat computes a 2D Delaunay trian-
gulation [17] of the planar contours and then a 3D Delaunay
triangulation of the entire collection of triangles lying in par-
allel planes. Instead of planar contours one may compute

a C1 continuous piecewise curve approximation in each of
the data slices. Examples of such techniques are [161 us-
ing conic splines and [15] using parametric B-splints l%e
stack of contours are then interpolated or least square approx-
imated using piecewise tensor splines [12, 13] or nontensor
piecewise smooth surfaces [7].
The other class of methods uses a hierarchical subdivision
of the voxel space to localize the triangular approximation
to small cubes [11]. This method takes care of branching,
however the local planar approximation based on the den-
sity values at the comer of the subcube may sometimes be
ambiguous. An extension of this scheme which computes
a Cl piecewise quadratic approximation to the data within
subcubes is given in [14]

In [5] two algorithms for constructing Cl-smooth models
of skeletal structures from CT/MRI voxel data is presented.
The boundary of the reconstruct models consist of a Cl-
continuous mesh of triangular algebraic surface patches. For
definitions and basic manipulations of algebraic surfaces, the
reader is referred to [4].
The first algorithm starts by constructing C’ -continuous
piecewise conic contours on each of the CT/?vlRIdata slices
and then uses piecewise rnangular algebraic surface patches,
of degree at most seven, to Cl interpolate the contours on
adjacent slices. The other algorithm works directly in voxel
space and replaces an initial @ triangular facet approxima-
tion of the model with a highly compressed C*-continuous
mesh of triangular algebraic surface patches of degree at most
seven. Both schemes are adaptive, yielding a higher density
of patches in regions of higher cuxvature. Both algorithms
have been implemented in VAIDAK and the other geom-
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F@re 1: Human Anatomy Models Reconstructed using
VAIDAK
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Figure 2: ‘Ihe VAIDAK Software Architecture

etry toolkitsof the SHASTRA system. See also Figure 1
where geometric models of the human anatomy have been
reconstructed from MN voxel data

FUNCTIONALITY OF VAIDAK

Overview

VAIDAK provides a t.estbed for experimenting, using vari-
ous metrics, with some of the previously described surface
reconstruction methods, as well as providing a testbed for
new methods. Figure 2 depicts the overall system architec-
ture of the VAIDAK system. The functionality of VAIDAK
is summarized as follows.
The density value of particular type of material varies with
the calibration of the scanning machine. VAIDAKprovides a
voxel browser that will allow the user to browse through the
voxel daq testing the voxel values of recognized material. In
this way, a good approximation to the appropriate threshold



Figure 3: A Human Head reconstructed in VAIDAK

Vahl&S can h? deduced.
In addition, VAIDAK provides a contour generation algo-
rithm which, given a threshold range and possible user in-
teraction,computes polygonal contours from the voxel data
Currently,contour generation is being studied from an image

ping point of view.
VAIDAK also provides a model construction and mod&a-
tion interke that is custom tailored for data in the form of
numerous polygonal contours. Many problems existed w
viously in the design of a user interface that would give the
user the ability to conveniently mate, modify, and destroy
contours in the presence of a possibly large number of other
contours. Ttds feature, for example, was used in the reccm-
struction of a human head of Figure 3 from dense MRl voxel

VAIDAK also provides functionality to model objects which
have multiple contours per slice. This is done in a gened
way by allowing the user to define sub-objects. Sub-objects
are defined in such a way that only one contour per slice is
present. Tkefore, -h sub-object can be tiled as usual.
CT and W scanners have very limited travel apacities
and therefore large studies have to be pdormed in stages.
The specimen has to be moved with respect to the table after
each stage. Therefore some method for adjusting the relative
positions of the stages has to be supplied for the system to be
useful. VAIDAK handles this by allowing multiple objects
to be viewed in the same window and by supplying a utility
for translating the relative position of objects.
Also, two stages of a large study seldom align perfectly.
A small number of contmux of two xljaxmt stages usuaily
overlap. The ovedapping contours diffex in shape. VAIDAK
provides merging opemtor which “averages” comsponding
contours to produce a smooth transition.
VAIDAK provides a powerful testbed for experimentation
with surface fitting algorithms. Computing algebraic surface
patches which approximate the original surface compresses
the size of the data storage requirements and provides a con-
tinuous surface.

Figure 4: Part of a femur reconstructed in VAIDAK and
communicated to SHILP

Perhaps the most important contribution of VAIDAK is in ita
practical application to education and radiology. Veterimy
schools arevely interestedinprovidingw aysfortheirsw
dents to understandthe interiormucture Ofauimalswithout
deatroyingtheanimalin thepmcess. VAIDAKpmvidesjust
such a tool. Also, orthopedics and rd.iologists have found
V’AKtobeavery powexfultool forviewingthermuks
of their studies.
To ~ VAIDAK provides mse+mka withatestbed
toexperimmt withexisting andnewmrecomtmctkn
methods. Additionally, it represents a full fictional scien-
tific v&JZatl “ontool thatisofpmtical vahmtomedical
mearchm and prAtioners. Finally, because VAIDAK is
partofthe SHASIRAprojec& itprovi&aafuU fundion
distributed system for mmputer aided design and scimti&
Visualimtionr?l. The models generatd by VAIDAKm
bepassedto the SHILPsolid modeling sys@n [l], viathc
sHAsTRAprotocoL forfurthermani@ationsin thepursuit
of a wmrate model of biological tissues. See F~gure 4.

THE USER INTERFACE

overview

In this section theVAIDAKuserinterfxe is briefly discussed.
This includes a discussion of the look and feel of VAIDAK
along with a general discussion of the command interf~
VAIDAK is a fully developed “Wmdowedsysternmon
X. At Startup, three windows am presented the COl?WlfZnd
console, the main window, and MiaIIy one render window.
The main window is used by the browsing and editing sub-
systems.
Thenmdes window is where the rendered image is displayed.
At startup, one render window is created ‘Ihe user can
create any number of render windows during the opemtion
of VAIDAK Multiple objects are maintained by VAIDAK
and any or all of these objects can be referenced by any render
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window. All render windows can be moved and resized at
any time but will remain square.
Most user interaction will be with the buttons in the command
console. All the subsystems are initiated from the command
console. Each command provided in this window will be
discussed in detail later.

Brief example

At this time, a quick example will be given. Once the win-
dows are in place the user can begin driving the system by
using the command console. One of the buttons in the com-
mand console window begins the file input process. When
the input button is pressed, a popup menu is presented allow-
ing the user to choose the desired file format. For example, if
the user releases the button on the points entry then the sys-
tem will assume a point data file is being input. A thorough
discussion of tile types and formats is presented later.
Popup dialogue windows are used for all textual interaction.
In the case of file input, a dialogue is presented prompting
the user for a path name and an object name. Each object
managed by VAIDAK has a unique object name. If none is
given the file name prefix will be used. After entering an
object name and signaling the system that keyboard input is
complete, by the use of a command button located within the
dialogue, the system looks to the file system for the specifkd
file.

If found, this file will be red and an object will be created
with the specified name. On input, the render window that is
labeled CWUWVT will be given a reference to the newly cre-
ated object. The method for manipulating these reference%
via the select and the unselect commands, will be discusstxl
later. As a hint to the user, the titte block of each render
window contains a list of objects that are referenced by that
window.
Objects displayed in a render window can be interactively
rotated, transformed, and scaled by use of the mouse. In this
way the user can interactively modify his or her perspective
on the object.
As described earlier, VAIDAK allows the user to control
the surface reconstruction methods and parameters that are
used. Another command button is available in the command
console to tile or reconstruct the surface of the object. Like
many of command buttons, when pressed the tile command
presents the user with a popup list of objects. llte user must
choose the object that is to be operated on, When the object
is chosen, as before, a pop-up dialogue is presented. The user
can control the method and metric used by setting the toggle
buttons in this dialogue. By default, the heuristic method for
computing a surface is used. As the reconstructed surface is
being computed. the object is progressively displayed in the
render window. See Figure 5.

A popup menu is available in the render window for changing
the graphicat surface characteristics of the objects referenced
by the window. The contour command displays the original
cross sections without any hint of the reconstructed surface.
The wire frame command displays a wire frame view of

Figure 5: Surface and Solid Reconstruction from MM Using
Vaidak

the objects. The mesh command produces a lighted view
of the object in which no smoothing has been done, i.e.,
the triangular f-am easily seen. The lighted command
produces a smoothed and shaded image of the object in which
the stuf= normals have been avefaged. ‘l%esurface can be
reoriented with the inside out camnand. This essentially
turns the surface of all the objects in the window inside-out
telling the system it has mnfused the object’s inside with the
object’s outside.
This concludes the introductory example. l%e quit command
terminates the execution of VAIDAK. Refer to the following
subsections for a more complete explanation of the VAIDAK
user intexfax.

The Command Console Window

The commands controllable from the command console win-
dow are examined in this section.
‘l’heoutput command raises a popup menu listing the object
names of the currently managed objects. Selecting one of
these objects directs the system to prepare to output data for
the selected object. A dialogue is raised which allows the
user to enter a file name. This dialog also allows the user to
specify the file format.
‘he input command has three subcommands which allow
the user to input data from different file types. The exact
format of these files will be detailed in a later section. In
any case, an object is added to VAIDAK’S object list and a
reference is added to this new object from the CURRENT
render window.
The destroy command allows users to delete objects.
The create command presents the user with a list of object
names. The list is prefixed by the speciat designator NEW. If
the user selects an existing object name then the newly created
contour will be added to the selected object upon completion
of the editing. If NEW is selected, then a new object will be
created and a reference to it will be added to the CURRENT
render window. In this way, contours can be added to existing
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objects; or entirely new objects can be built. This commands
invokes a full function polygon cross sm.ion editor which
can also be invoked tluuugh the browsing subsystem. If the
object was created via the marching cubes algorithm, then
this command does not apply.
‘Ile browse commands invokes a subsystem which allows
the user to browse through the cross sections invoking addi-
tional commands on the chosen cross section. The browse
subsystem will be examined in detail in a later in this sec-
tion. This command also does not apply to marching cubes
objects.
The viewing command raises a dialogue window which lists
the modifiable render parameters for the CURRENT render
window. Note that some of these parameters are also modi-
fied by mouse motion in the corresponding render window.
The tile command presents a popup menu and invokes the
surface reconsauction subsystem on the selected object. Ra-
dio type buttons are used to allow the user to tailor the method
used in tiling. The user can choose to optimize area or length
when the optimal contour method is employed. If the map
coordinates button is ON then, when length is optimized or
the heuristic method is used, the coordinates will be mapped
to a unit square prior to computation much like suggested in
[8]. This command can be canceled at any time prior to the
start of the contouring computation by pressing the cancel
button.
The tesselate command initiates the marching cubes algo-
rithm on a voxel data set. The marching cubes algorithm
uses a vastly different approach for contour reconstruction.
The reader is refedto[11] for a more thorough discussion
of the technique. Solids generated by the marchhtg cubes
method are represented internally different fkom those based
on contours.
The windows command presents the user with a list of win-
dow numbers; the list is prefixed by the sptxial designator
NEW. Each render window is designated in its title by a
unique integer generated by the system. ‘Ile title of each
render window displays this integer. If an existing window
number is selected from the popup list then that window will
be made CURRENT. (To select or unselect objects into a
window that window must be made current.) If the NEW
designator is chosen, then a new render window will be cre-
ated. This window will initially reference no objects. ‘his
new window will be made the CURRENT window.
The translate command is used to modify the position of an
object in real world space. Also, the distance of separation
between contours can beadjuatedusing this command. When
multi-stage studies are performed, this command allows the
user to adjust the relative positions of the stages in order to
create one contiguous reconstructed object.
The reorient command allows the user to reorient objects,
i.e., turn objects inside out. This command is needed if the
user wishes to view the inside of the objector if the object is
oriented incorrectly at the time it is created.
VAIDAK maintains one object list from which objects can
be added or deleted. Each window can reference any or rdl
of these objects, and one object can be referenced multiple

times.When an object is brought into the system, either by
input from the file system, creation by the editor, or computed
from voxel da@ a reference to it is added from the CUR.RENT

render window. Using the select command, any window can
reference any object. But note that if window n wanta to
reference an object it must be made current first using the
windows command. It is important to note that when an
object is modified, these changes will be reflected in every
window that references the object. When a marching cubes
object is selected, a window will appear and the selected
object will be displayed.
The unselect command is the inverse of the select command.
Likewise, to unselect an object from a window, that window
must be CURRENT.

The exit command causes the system to exit. A positive
response is required.

Render window commands and interaction

The render window also has a number of commands. These
commands are activated via a popup menu. A description of
the render commands follow~
The contours command sets the display mode to contours
in which only the cross sections are displayed. All objects in
the window are displayed in this way.
The wire~rame command sets the display mode to wire
frame. If a surface has been computed for a particular ob-
ject since the last input or edit, then the wire frame of the
computed tiling is displayed for that object !n that window.
Note that objects that have not been tiled are still displayed
as contours only.
llte mesh command sets the display mode to mesh. In mesh
mode the lighting model is turned on and all triangular f~ts
are tilled and shaded. No averaging of normals is performed.
Again if no tiling has been computed for the object, only the
contours of that object will be displayed.
lle lighted command display mode is set to lighted in which
a smoothed and shaded image is displayed.
The inside out command reverses the outward normals of
all objects referenced in the window. This is considered an
active command because it effects the @ual object, not just
the reference to it. When this command is performed, if an
object is referenced by two or more windows, then its image
will change in eveq window that it is referenced.

The contour editor

‘Ihe VAIDAK system comes with atidl function cross section
editor. ‘l%eeditor can be started by the create button on the
command console or directly from the browser. It can be
used to create new contours or edit existing contours. New
contours can be part of an existing object or can become
a new object. This section examines the commands and
functionality of the editor.
The add command allows users to add points to the end of the
list of points which makeup the cross section. Because the
cross section will always be implicitly closed by the system
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no method is provided to add points to the beginning of the
list, The move command alhnvs the user to modify the
geometry of the points of the contour. ‘l’he insert command
allows the user to insert points into cross sections. The deiete
command allows users to delete points of a contour.

The edit z command differs from the previous commands
in that it does not perform a mode switch. This command
allows the user to edit the z value associated with the contour.
The current z vaiue is always displayed in the main window
[itle during editing and browsing.

The close command registers all the changes nde to the
cross section and exits the editor. l%e changea do not take
effect until the close command is executed. If two or more
segments in the cross section cross then the c/ose command
will abort with an emor message. l%e ezit command exits
the editor disregarding all edits. l%is command mqdres a
positive response to compkte.

The Browser

The browse subsystem provides facilities for the usa to in-
Iwactivdy bfOW~ through the curttourkt and invoke cosn-
mands on the selected comour. The user intex@s with the
browser in the main window only. The browser maktaim a
current cross section. This currentcrossaedion is high
lighted in red in exh render window that references the
object. Pressing the left and middle mouse buttons move
the current pointer backward and forward in the contour list

respectively.

The browser commands are available viaa popup menu. ‘Ibe

description of these commands follow. ‘I%efirst command
makes the first cross section in the list the current cross sec-
tion. The last command makes the last cross seuion in the
list the current cross stxlion. llte edit comman d invokes the

cross section editor on the current cress section. Refer to the

description of the cx%tsubsystem commands txmtainedin this

paper. lle delete command removes the cument cross sec-
tion from the list permanent y. The copy command crates
u exact copy of the current cross section and inserts it into
Ihe list of cross sections. Most often the user will then adjust
the z value of the points on one of these identical contours
with an editor command. The method command allows the
user to label the current cross section as heuristic, optinud, or
default. When surke reconstruction is performed in default

mode the default method, via Christianson et. al, is used

unless the cross section is labeled heuristic or optimal. Refer
to the contour command for ftuther explanation. ‘l%etzti(
command causes the browse subsystem to be exited.

The voxel browser and contour detector

VIADAK is equipped with an interactive voxel data browser
and and contour detector. When the user directs the system
to read voxel data, an auxiliary window is raised, along with
the voxel data window, from which the user can control the
contour smrching process. From this auxiliary window, the
voxel browser and contour detector are controlled.

Figure 6: Editing and Browsing using the 3D Object Editor

Using the mouse, the user can interrogate the magnitude of

any givem voxel. In this way, the the apprqrk threshold
fur COntoursearching can be dedluXXL
The contcmr detector can be driven intemnive.iy. Using the
mouse, the txpest user can provide the contour detection
algorithm withastartingpcsition Fromthisstarting position
thealgcxitbmcatatmcls aconneud euUourby moving from
voxel to voxel in the twodimemkmal image.
AdditionaUy, the euttour can be skelekd interactively di-
rectly on top of the image. In this case, the voxel imag.
am only as a tiamce. ‘his mode is only used when the
noise level in the image is so high that the contour searching
algmithm mnnot pedonn satisfxtorily.

The 3D objeet editor and bruwaer

When a marching cubes window is displayed, the editor can
&invokedby clicking thelll.it button described above. Only
one editor is allowed at a time, thus if a new object is to k
edited then any other marching cubes editor must be closed
AUtriangles displayed in the editor window, will be outlined
in red in the object window. See Figure 6 for a displayed
example.
The editor has the following functions:

First - Displays the first triangle

La@ - Displays the last triangle

Pnw - Displays the previous triangle from the current one.

Next - Displays the next triangle after the current one.

Step - Allows the usertoskip triangles wherethe I%vorNext
button is hit. So a step value of two has the following
sequence 1,3,5,7,9...

Delete - Deletes the cument triangle.

CIuae - Quits the editor and saves all changes.

Quit - Quits the editor without saving any changes.
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SOFI’WARE IMPLEMENTATION ISSUES

In this section some implementation issues involving design
and data representation are discussed. his section is parti-
tioned into two subsections: graphics and file fommts.

Graphics

VAIDAK is based on the X Athena widgets and on the XS
platform independent graphics library. All dialogues and
menus are implemented via the Athena widget toolkit. ‘llte
Athena widget set was chosen forportabilityand functional-
ity.

All graphics calls are to the XS graphics library. XS is a
platform independent graphics libmry. XS provides a com-
mon library interface upon which graphics software can be
built. Porting software from one platform to the next w
quires only a recompilation and linking with the approprhe
version of XS library. Currently, an X windows and Silicon
Graphics version of XS is available. A HP version is being
implemented.
XS provides high level graphics calls modeled, in part, on
the GL graphics library created by Silicon Gmphics. One
common interface for event handling is supplied regardless
of the platform. More information on XS is available in [3].

File Formats

To interface effectively to VAIDAK, a thorough understand-
ing of the various file formats is necesary. In this section
these file formats will be examined.
VAIDAK provides input facilities for three different file
types. Starting with the simplest, point files are text files
containing the contours of the object only. The file is orga-
nized as a list of points organized into contours. The first
line in the lile contains an integer n describing the number
of points in the first contour. The next n lines have three
tab separated floating point numbers per line. This sequence
of a count followed by the coordinates is repeated for -h
contour in the file.
Polygon files have a much more complicated format. Poly-
gon files are text files that contain the explicit contours of the
object, an implicit representation of the triangulated surface,
and an explicit list of polygons.
The first line in the file contains a count m of the number of
contours making up the object For each of these m contours
there is a count n of the number of points on the contour
followed by n lines containing the tab sepamtd floating
point components for each point.
Following this, a polygon file will have an implicit represen-
tation of the triangulated surface of the object. As mentioned
earlier, because the triangulated surface can be organized
into rings spanning between adjacent contours, the triangu-
lar surface can to represented by a list of 3D points. l%e
translation from point lists to contours is easy if one recalls
that all the points on a contour share the same z-component,
and therefore the contour to which a point belongs is easily

computed.
The triangulated surface of an objwt is described by a number
r of triangular rings, followed by r sets ofi a line count n,
followed by n lines, each containing the components of one
point. Note that all adjacency information for these polygons
can be computed without problems with the inrmmacies of
floating point comparisons if the file data was derived &em
a manifold object in a deleministic manner.
‘fherest of a polygon file contains an explicit listof polygons.
Each polygon is described by (1) the number n of vertices
of the polygon, and (2) a list of n vertices and the associ-
ated normals at these vertices. This pattern of the number
of vemices followed by the coordinates and normals of the
vertices, is repeated until the end of the file. Note that the
adjacency information is lost. This information is included
only for ease of use by other systems. For a marching cubes
object the Poly output is only a list of polygons, where each
polygon is as described above.
‘Ihe format of the WMRl data is much more difficult to
decipher. Each slice of data is contained in a sepamte file.
The file is in a binary format and therefore can not decoded
without prior Imowledge of the format. ‘llte format is as
follows the tit 2 kilobytes are header infcmnation which is
unused at this time by VAIDAK. ‘he next lKbytes are typi-
cally referred to as the circle map. It consists of 512 two byte
integers, one integer for -h scan line. The integea specifies
one half the number of data valut% that are aswwiated with
the cmesponding scan line. The data is assumed centered
along the 512 cell scan line. For example, mqny CI’ scannem
providea 512 diameter circle of data centered within the 512
by 512 density matrix. The circle map describes, for each of
the 512 scan lines, how much of the data comesponds to that
scan line.
CT/MRI data comes in many formats. l%e user who wishes
to use data in a diffezent format must write special conversion
routines to convert this data to V’AK form. A few of these
routines have already been created; refer to the authors of this
system for more explanation.

CONCLUSIONS AND OPEN PROBLEMS

llte VAIDAK medical imaging and model reconstruction
toolkit produces surface and solid geometric models from
voxel data. A full-function user interke is provided that
yields a system that is useful to medicdreseamhers andprac-
titioners. Additionrdly,because of VAIDAK’sopem architec-
m.m and pkltforlll independent construction, the VAIDAK

system provides researchers with a convenient platform for
experimenting with new and existing surfwe reconstruction
techniques.
However, work on VAIDAK has not been completed. One
open problem deals with objects that have multiple contours
per cross section. VAIDAKprovides a simple mechanism for
reconstructing a surface of an object like this, i.e., allowing
the user to define sub-objects which have only one contour
per cross-section. Although this method for handling multi-
ple contours per sIice is effective, methods to automatically
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compute surfaces of objects with multiple contours per cross-
section are currently under investigation. The problems that
arise are very difficult and have yet to be solved with much
generality. In fact, the problem is not solvable in it most
general form because of the lack of available information.
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